We love this time of year at StoryTech™!
Keeping up with the pace of technology change that impacts storytelling and audience consumer
behavior is the foundation of the work we do for storytellers whether they are brands or advertising
agencies, networks or studios; and now some of the newer models of media companies that combine
all sorts of content creation. Trends provide the context for the content.
Each year prior to CES we work with the Consumer Electronics Association to identify their insights on
the latest tech trends and combine that with our understanding of the audience and consumer trends.
The results are indeed the marriage of story + technology. Here are the top trends of 2015!

Meta-Trend: “The Internet of Me”
Lifeworks.
2015 International CES® will have over 3,500+exhibitors
and many will be showcasing one of the most talked about
trends of the past year, “The Internet of Things.” IoT is
the interconnection of identifiable computing devices
within a larger network. The big promise of 2015 is the
Internet of Me” – networked connections that, using data,
increasingly anticipate your needs and offer personal
solutions to simplify, protect, and enhance your world. We
call these emerging solutions “lifeworks.” The coming year
will be a quantum leap to and from the cloud, significantly
impacting consumer lifestyles in fitness, medicine, home
and more.

Finally. It’s not just that more and more devices are talking to
each other — they’re doing so on your behalf. Major institutions
and trade organizations are working on ways to optimize
all these connections. This “Little Data” will stir up issues of
privacy, compliance and security, as companies integrate this
information into relevant and mutually beneficial lifestyle
services.
Researching these changes from a critical point of
view and anticipating their effects is the goal of MIT’s
SENSEable City Laboratory. The Road Ahead, project
will be a forum for all dimensions of future urban
mobility, bringing leading theorists, dreamers, and
practitioners into conversation and debate1.

genisyss.com

GENiSYSS whose tag line is “Storing Life”
is launching DNA Vault making it easy and
affordable for anyone to store his or her DNA
together with digital information on a thumbdrive with digital memory and storage wells for
physically storing your DNA.

1 - The MIT Sensable City Newsletter, 10/2014
© 2015 StoryTech. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.
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Trend: A Transactional Life
Commerce.You need only to have watched the progress of online shopping and what is called “showrooming” where consumers
use smart phones to check store prices against other bricks and mortar and online retailers to know how important personal
preferences and buying patterns have become.
1 A shopping experience built just for you.

westfieldlabs.com

E-commerce has changed the way we shop. According to
the Wall Street Journal, shopper mall traffic has declined
by 14.6% in 2013.2 Because of this, retailers are looking
to technology to reinvent in-store experiences. From
immersive experiences such as Holorooms from Lowe’s
Innovation Labs that allow you to envision your home
improvement and decoration choices before you buy
to augmented reality screens that enable you to try on
clothing virtually.
“Beacons” which are Bluetooth low-energy transmitters,
provide location specific content to enabled smart
phones, tablets and even watches in range such as offers
and coupons. Apple, the best-known entrant into this
burgeoning space, launched its solution in late 2013.
iBeacon™ has already been installed on a test-andlearn basis in-store at several major retailers/brands,
including Jewelry and gift retailer Alex and Ani, Macy’s
and American Eagle Outfitters. Major League Baseball,
has outfitted the majority team stadiums with this tech
to send users welcome messages, seat maps and more.
And, McDonald’s will roll out the tech in 263 locations in
the southeast.3
Mashable

Dine on Time from Westfield Labs (yes, the mall folks)
was piloted at their San Francisco Centre. The app allows
you to choose a food vendor, pre-order and select a
time at all the eateries at their various malls. Perfect for
families on the go.

Samsung’s beacon solution, called Proximity, enables
marketers to deliver in-store offers, guide mall shoppers
with floor plans, and highlight store “hotspots” based on
their profiles. The package also allows marketers to manage
content and campaigns via backend web console.
Watch for Beacons to enable the delivery of entertainment
assets related to sponsorships, endorsements and new
content experiences to customers waiting in lines for trains,
planes and theaters. Remember the personalized advertising
addressing John Anderton (Tom Cruise) by name in “Minority
Report?” A new advertising platform has arrived.
2 How safe is safe in digital?
In security circles, 2014 is known as the “Year of the Breach”
Among many others, Target, one of a number of hacked
retailers, fell victim to the largest ever data theft (more than
60 million credit card numbers stolen). Home Depot was not
far behind at 56 million cards and 53 million email addresses.
As a consequence, Target is now spending $100 millionplus on a new non-magnetic credit processing solution —
which will also, conveniently, support NFC and other mobile
transactions.4
The all-digital route has weaknesses and limitations. Will
security come in the form of biometrics identification (finger
prints, eye scans, facial recognition) and play an increasing
role in the management of your digital data?

Beaconing apps for MLB

Possibly, but Gartner Group and others suggest that security
through risk assessment is a more realistic goal. “Perimeters
and firewalls are no longer enough,” they say. “Every app
needs to be self-aware and self-protecting.”5

*TREND WATCH: Retailers and many other business categories are establishing innovation and product labs to keep in
step with the disruption marketplace.
2 -Stores Confront New World of Reduced Shopper Traffic;
Wall Street Journal 1/16/2014
3 - Apple iBeacons Find Their Way Into McDonald’s; Forbes.com 12/18/2014

4 - Home Depot Hackers Exposed 53 Million Email Addresses; WSJ.com
5 - Gartner’s top 10 tech trends for 2015; TechRepublic.com 11/3/2014

3 Mobile Replacing Plastic?
Despite notable product releases over the past several
years from big players like Google, PayPal, Isis, and
Square, the mobile payment space has stagnated since
2012. This was due to a lack of infrastructure and desire:
both on the handset and the retail side. Currently only
2% of terminals are equipped for contactless payments.6
That game changed with the launch of Apple Pay, the
NFC-compatible system that allows iPhone 6 and 6 Plus
users to make payments at over 200,000 retail locations.
Mobile in-store payments are now expected to grow
154% over the next five years to $189 billion in 2018.7

emarketer.com

Apple won’t be the only one at the table. While this kind
of “closed ecosystem” approach is not uncommon in the
early days of deployment of large new technologies, it
will be interesting to see who will be able to successfully
stand up to the goliath of Apple in this category.

4 Shopification: Omni-channel Marketing and Retail.
Brands must become multi-platform storytellers and
leverage a strategy that uses each channel (TV, Broadband,
Mobile, Outdoor etc) for what it does best. Smart brands are
combining a well-told brand story and customer experience
to build a loyal community through contextual activations
and the right type of content and experience on the right
device at the right time. Consumers, particularly Millennials,
must be able to see themselves as part of that story. And, it
is happening.
Best Buy, Toys-R-Us and Nordstrom are among national
brands where shopping is now an on-line data experience
allowing for search, information, discounts, couponing and
choice leading right up to in-store pick-up. Capturing on-line
foot traffic is just as vital. Retailer Kate Spade is testing touch
screens where shoppers are quizzed on their style, and then
emailed or texted product recommendations — with free
one-day shipping on purchases.

Look ahead to 2015 for even more innovative omnichannel data-driven strategies that customize customer
multi-channel experiences from in-store shopping
merged more deeply with e-commerce to mobile and
social media platforms.8

twelve-studio.co.uk

In the UK, Sainsbury’s Mobile Scan & Go app is currently being trialed in five stores. “It allows you to scan your
shopping on your smart phone, pack your purchases as you go and keep a running total of exactly how much you’ve
spent and how much you’ve saved. When you’ve finished shopping, you can pay at a dedicated area in store.”
6 - Google Schmidt Predicts Contactless Terminal Rollout; The NFC Times 6/23/2011
7 - The Mobile Payment Industry is About To Explode, With Apple Leading the Way; Business Insider 11/17/2014
8 - What is Mobile Scan & Go?; Sainsburys.co.uk
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Trend: Touched By A Sensor
Wearables are moving beyond chunky plastic bracelets that track activity to sensor equipped clothing, tattoos and even
“ingestibles,” sensors swallowed in pill form for monitoring and diagnosis. Microsensors and the “Little Data” they create are
impacting every area of life from healthcare decisions, smart appliances and smart homes, to gaming and entertainment,
and even channel surfing.
1 What time is it?
It turns out that the Apple Watch — unveiled with
breathless anticipation in September, 2014 — is not really
a watch; it’s instead “a compelling beginning to actually
designing technology to be worn, to be truly personal,”
as designer Jonathan Ive explains.9
This is an interesting narrative, and one less explicitly
espoused by early competitors like the Samsung Gear,
Sony SmartWatch, and Pebble. What each of these
wearable technologies shares is that their “smartness”
largely relies pairing with an iPhone or Samsung
Galaxy handset. They are probably better thought of as
smartphone extensions. Can independent devices be far
behind?
Still, they deliver a powerful set of health-related services
through the various sensors fitted to the watches: most
notably to measure heart rate, which is then paired
with the accelerometer, GPS, and Wi-Fi to track things
like calories burned and steps taken. This data are used
to customize workouts according to your personal
movement.
2 Healthcare: from defense to offense.
Historically, healthcare has focused more heavily on the
treatment of diseases and conditions rather than on their
prevention. The arrival of more sophisticated wearables
delivering real-time biofeedback will continue to enable
this shift as data becomes a leading yet proactive tool.
Misfit Wearables, the recent recipient of $40 million to
fund Asian expansion is just one example in a large and
rapidly innovating category. The company offers a range
of stylish biofeedback devices and “technical garments”
including socks, that can be placed almost anywhere on
the body enabling users to monitor and optimize their
calorie burn, sleep, and diet.
MimoBaby.com

Mimo Baby’s Smart Baby Monitor connects a sensor
to infants’ garments to track breathing, body position
and sleep status. This “wearable” clothing will not only
improve child safety and health, but may also lead to
new medical insights and practices.

Even cosmetics companies, such as L’Oreal, are looking to
build on their successes in mobile (particularly with Shopkick,
in their case) to develop new branded wearable solutions.
L’Oreal subsidiary Matrix launched a new initiative called
Matrix Class for Glass. Using Google Glass stylists are able to
record styling steps from their point of view and pass that to
the client so they can recreate it themselves.
THE VISION: Match all of this Little Data with broader
social information — the so-called digital footprints that
people leave as they shop, work, etc.
QardioArm is a location sensitive blood pressure measuring
device able to track blood pressure across space and time.

getqardio.com

3 Smart devices get smarter as they multiply.
Google bought Nest Labs in January 2014, a “smart” home
products company. Pundits scratched their heads, but the
bigger picture quickly became clear.
The real value that Nest creates lies
in its connection to other devices.
The Nest Thermostat, for instance,
doesn’t just turn itself on and off
when you tell it to. It actually trains
itself according to your comings
and goings, and then shares that
nest.com
information with other Nest devices.
As they talk to each other, they build an aggregate picture
of human behavior: anticipating what we need and want.
Saving you time and money. That’s cool!
Samsung has jumped into the game with the SmartThings
platform for ”total smart home management,” which
it acquired in the summer of 2014.10 All of its connected
appliances - televisions, refrigerators, and ovens to name
a few- will soon be powered (and tracked) by the Google
Android OS.

9 - Apple makes move into wearables with smartwatch and new iPhones; The Guardian, 9/9/2014
10 - Samsung Acquires SmartThings; Forbes 8/14/2014

This is a promise that’s also finding its way into more
conspicuous categories, such as automotive, with
vehicles increasingly being sold as traveling Wi-Fi
hotspots. Picture an in-vehicle app, for example, that
could schedule a time to stop for gas based on expected
consumption, automatically dial in to conference calls
scheduled on a calendar, or send a grocery order to a
store for just-in-time pickup.

TREND WATCH: In 2015, “SMART” SPORTS EQUIPMENT
may impact professional tours and competitions, and
inform product development as well as brand and content
sponsorships.
4 Not just kids play anymore.
Skylanders, a new hybrid video game product (physical
toy plus digital component) from Activision is part of a
hot toy trend and according to a GameByte study by
market research firm Interpret, the coveted object of 72
million kids worldwide.
Most games involve a console such as the Xbox One,
PlayStation 4, or Nintendo Wii and a connected device
that functions as a “teleportation” tool: allowing kids
to bring their real-world toys into the video game.
Major new entrants are quickly moving into the space,
including Disney’s Infinity toy line, Nintendo’s Amiibo,
and Lego’s Fusion toys.

osmo.com

PHYSICAL TO DIGITAL: Tangible Play’s OSMO, is
an iPad game that uses real world objects to affect
the game play in an app. The games force players to
interact with one another while playing as opposed
to focusing only on what’s on the screen.

This represents a significant opportunity for brands and
storytellers relative to content integration. This could
also be a major front for education, as physical + digital
modalities may help children learn in new, more impactful
ways.

A free, daily e-publication dedicated to the business of
digital media, the industry’s most respected newsletter
is delivered to more than 47,000 readers. We provide
news and information necessary to succeed in this
ever-changing market – from multiplatform news, digital
advertising, executive moves, research, trends and more.

Subscribe for free

www.cynopsis.com

Trend: The Modern Millennial Factor
It’s been said that Gen X was the lost generation. No such accusation can be leveled against Gen Y, as their sense of social
responsibility, group problem-solving, and digital nativity are impacting billion-dollar businesses in big ways and transforming
our culture in ways we could have never predicted.
1 Social good is here for good.
Millennials have replaced the word charity with social
good. They have also replaced traditional approaches
to charity by leveraging technology to raise awareness,
engage in “group solve,” and facilitate rapid response
to make a difference. As more of the global population
comes online in 2015, there will be increased awareness
of the massive disparities in access to healthcare, clean
water, education, food, and human rights. This generation
will lead the development of new tools and technologies
designed to help and empower those in need.
media.chrysler.com

Ultimately Millennials are drawn to brands whose participation
enables results. Smart brands and content creators are
listening as they harness this kind of activism.
Dodge hit a high note with its Dodge Dart Registry, which
allowed customers to seek funding for parts of a car - the
seats, the steering wheel, etc, until the whole car was funded
for purchase. Community organizations then took notice and
sought to fund the purchase of Dodge Darts for things like the
delivery of food to the homeless.
NEW PLATFORMS: NationBuilder, which is a
solution that helps “movements” manage their
relationships with their thousands of supporters,
and Stripe, a commerce management software,
help drive social good by providing easy to manage
dashboards that do all the heavy lifting.
Dominant mass social platforms like Facebook and
Twitter still do much of the heavy lifting in terms of
awareness and reach.

2 Crowdfunding becomes an industry.
Who knows if crowdfunding picked up steam due to the
financial crises? It is, however, a reflection of the cultural
values of Millennials. Crowdfunding is social, communitybased cooperation for results. It is becoming big business
complementing and circumventing traditional funding in
technology, entertainment, and charity. Fans of Veronica
Mars set out to raise $2 Million for a film adaption of the TV
Show and ended up raising $5.7 million.11
ONE FOR ALL
COIN the electronic credit card that can store all your cards
and allow you to select which one to use was Kickstarted at
$53/card BUT DELAYS IN RELEASE HAVE CAUSED IT TO
BE eclipsed by ApplePay and other systems.
The 800-pound gorilla remains Kickstarter, which in addition
to Veronica Mars has seen campaigns raise upwards of $10M
in funding, with projects in music and technology garnering
the highest dollar amounts.

nthecompanyofhuskies.com

FROZEN HELP:The ALS “Ice Bucket Challenge”, which
went unbelievably viral between July and August, 2014
raised $100 million for the ALS Association.
11 - 10 Crowdfunding Stories To Love; Entrepreneur.com 3/18/2014

Indiegogo is Kickstarter’s largest direct competitor at
the moment and it’s focus is more on social and nonprofit
ventures. One advantage is that entrepreneurs can keep
whatever money is pledged, regardless of whether or not the
funding goal is met.

3 eSports explodes-competitive gaming is a spectator
sport!
eSports, the term for organized video game
competitions, currently boasts 71.5 million viewers
globally, with the average user tuning in 10+ times per
month and logging a typical session length of 2.2 hours.
In fact, the most recent League of Legends 3 World
Championship had more than double the viewership of
the last MLB World Series and the NCAA Final Four.
If you think these numbers are unbelievable, check
out the price tag on Amazon’s acquisition of eSports
streaming platform Twitch at $970 million, after rumors
of a Google purchase. The purchase raised the company’s
profile with gamers, contributes to Amazon’s online and
streaming video initiatives, and provides a new source of
advertising revenues. Plus Twitch itself can benefit from
the scale of Amazon’s cloud computing infrastructure.

Huffingtonpost.com

The acquisition is emblematic of the incredible influence
Millennials continue to have on gaming culture, and
suggests that budgets for this kind of content will
continue to rival and even exceed numbers once
exclusively reserved for Hollywood.

NYTimes.com

4 It takes a village…crowdsourced data.
Speaking of big acquisitions, one that Google was able to
pull off was the $1.03 billion purchase of social traffic app,
Waze. Like other mapping services, Waze offers voiceguided GPS navigation with turn-by-turn directions; but
what makes it unique is the real time feedback from it’s
active community of users. The app re-routes users to
different, less trafficked routes. The app also learns the
routes that users prefer to take and can also find the
most affordable gas stations.
What Google really purchased with Waze was a
community of collaborative problem solvers. This is
just one example of hundreds that are emerging as Gen
Y continues to create, make more efficient and disrupt
business as usual. Can you say Uber?

DRIVING FOR STATUS
Waze users earn points whenever they contribute
road information increasing their ranking in the Waze
community rising as they do so. The more routes a user
edits, the higher their clout rises, and the more their
editing permissions expand.
5 Less is more?
This year YouTube probably cracked $6 billion in ad revenue
(Google doesn’t break out earnings separately). The
democratization of media combined with the influence of a
new generation has resulted in the phenomenon known as
YouTube Celebrity. Pointless Alfie, Bethany Mota, PewDiePie,
and Zoella are pulling in hundreds of millions of views for
short form content, under 15 minutes or less and inking
traditional Hollywood deals. New brands have been born such
as Machinima, Smosh and College Humor. Traditional media
companies are paying attention and making acquisitions
(Disney buys Maker). Even Dreamworks announced a new
short form YouTube Channel exploiting its owned IP. Short form
has rightfully taken its place along side “traditional” content.
But wait- it gets shorter.
Sure, you can tell a story in 2 hours, 30 minutes, 6 minutes,
but can you tell it in 6 seconds? Who wants short shorts?
Millennials have creatively fueled the growth of platforms
like Vine, Instagram, Keek and Snapchat who managed to
rebuff a takeover offer from Facebook for $3 billion in cash.
Just like YouTube gave rise to new stars so it is with Vine. Take
Jessi Smiles for example with 1.9 million followers13. Check
out Curtis LePore or K.C. James. Why be almost famous when
you can be app famous? The tech enabled short-form portable
world knows what it does best and is a hallmark of a natural
born multitasking generation.
New tech and new platforms take off as a lifestyle
play when they facilitate the production and
distribution of content.

12 - eSports Market Brief: 71M watch competitive gaming; SuperData, 4/2/2014
13 - Vine Starts Get 15-minutes of fame, 6 seconds at a time; CNN.com, 10/9/2014
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Trend: Content Gets Down to Business
With the specter of mass cord-cutting looming on the horizon, content makers and brand storytellers are being forced to
fundamentally reconsider their development and distribution models, and how to thrive in a digitally disrupted environment.
1 Oh that cord!
While nearly 70% of consumers still watch live TV, some
45% of viewers also watch streaming video — even ahead
of shows they’ve recorded on their DVRs, according to a
recent Frank N. Magid study. Moreover, after people sign
up for streaming video services, Nielsen found they also
watch less TV than they used to: 20% less in the 18-34
demographic, and 19% less in 25-54.14
So it shouldn’t come as a surprise that more than 62%
of people also say they plan to replace their pay TV
subscription in the next few years, and that a full 25% of
Millennials (aged 18-34) are already virtually unreachable
via traditional TV.15
In line with this shift, premium providers like HBO and
now broadcast networks like CBS are beginning to go
directly to viewers in 2015 with OTT services, removing
even more barriers to accessing content.
In this way, the future of television is about delivering
targeted content to individuals, while still retaining the
broad footprint that advertisers covet. Programmers and
media buyers are beginning to use much more specific
data to acquire content and make media buys.
Solutions like Roku, Chromecast, and Apple TV are
cutting even more content deals (never mind whatever
Apple has up its sleeve for broadcast). Time Warners and
Comcasts of the world have a real reason to lose sleep
in 2015.

2 Music to whose ears - new models for music must emerge.
The dust-up comes, as streaming services appear to be
seriously shaking up the economics of the music industry…
again. Streaming expanded rapidly throughout 2014, both on
Spotify and elsewhere with rivals such as Beats Music (now
owned by Apple) and smaller players like Rdio. Category-wide,
streaming services were up 28% in 2014, according to RIAA —
while single downloads slipped 11% and album downloads fell
14%. Music sales at Apple’s iTunes Store, the bellwether of the
industry, dropped more than 13% in 2014.16
Is Taylor Swift creating a new business model? While Spotify’s
formula for paying royalties is more complicated than a
simple pay per stream, rights holders generally make between
$0.006 and $0.0084 per stream (that’s 1000th of a dollar).
So it’s not hard to see why Taylor Swift decided to shake off
the old business model and create a major stir by pulling her
latest album and catalogue from the service. And, in another
industry first, released an app for her Blank Space video that
gives you a full 360 immersive experience into a previously
released linear video and also pushes to the full album and
downloads.
What other new models are to come? Also in 2014, Paul
McCartney and tech company Jaunt released a 360-degree
concert video for Google Cardboard on Android devices.
Viewers can experience what it’s like to sit next to McCartney’s
piano as he takes you through his hits. Next up, buying a
“seat” on Mike Jagger’s hips?

vessel.com

Google.com/get/cardboard

Jason Kilar (former CEO of Hulu) launched Vessel.
This content play aims to take on YouTube as a
subscription online video service that shares profits
with creators.

14 & 15 - Jumping Into Streaming TV; FRANK MAGID STUDY 8/2014.
16 - Powerhouse Growth of Streaming Revenue in 2014; Rainews 9/26/2014

3 Programmatic ad buying pushes cautiously ahead.
At a recent ad conference, media agency teams crafted a
new drinking game. Anytime anyone said “programmatic,” a
vodka shot was taken. The result was staggering. Why such an
extravagant response to a current buzzword? The term covers
a wide range of technologies that have begun to automate
the buying, planning and placement of advertising, replacing
human beings and many roles that relied on coveted “agency
of record” retainer deals. The concerns are much deeper then
just resources. There’s a fear for the loss of creative control in
a world where ads are being completely driven by data.

There’s of course, another perspective. “This whole
thing is about freeing up those resources for more actual
human conversation and human creativity,” says Todd
Gordon, EVP at Magna Global, IPG’s buying arm, who
projects that programmatic spending will reach about
20% of the overall digital ad market.17
The reality is that even the best technology solutions
in the world still need premium publishers to push
great content. Condé Nast has already merged its
programmatic and direct digital sales teams. Other top
publishers including The New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal, and Time have set up private ad exchanges or
“digital marketplaces” to buy and sell ad space as an way
to play in the automation game.
AMEX GOES PROGRAMMATIC: American Express
announced it would like to transform its display
media channel to 100% programmatic but quickly
restated it as a aspirational goal. At this point in
time, too much of its ad content is custom built. 18
Adding to the drinking games is last year’s buzzword
around some of the types of content driving
programmatic, “Native Advertising.” Native ads are a
type of paid media that takes the form and function of
the user experience in which it’s placed, often feeling
like editorial content rather then ads. Many of today’s
most popular social networks are monetizing their
platforms by the use of native in-feed ads and so are
many publishers.
As more TV and movies are delivered over the web,
programmatic technologies are sure to take hold there,
too. Hulu has been experimenting with ad exchanges and
ABC announced that it would allow for the programmatic
ad buying of it’s digital content. A sea change is coming
and data is driving it.
4 The new frontier of original content.
Transparent is among five new original series Amazon
is rolling out in the coming months. Which is long way
to climb in a relatively short stretch of just four years —

when the service had about 5,000 licensed titles in its library,
compared with more than 40,000 today.
This move by Amazon is to compete more directly with Netflix’s
slate of original content like House of Cards and Orange is the
New Black which have lent the streaming service both revenue
and credibility and changed our culture’s content expectations.
In fact, not only did Netflix rake in more than $1 billion in Q3
THE NEXT DIGITAL LAND GRAB:
Streaming customers captured today represent revenue
growth for years to come.
of 2014, but also both of these series were nominated for a
combined 31 Emmy® Awards. To prove just how serious it is,
the retailer plowed $100 million into original content in a single
quarter of business in 2014.
House of Cards Producer David Fincher conducted months of
careful data driven research.
Brands and storytellers, who now have a wealth of
opportunities to create brilliant spots, placements, native
ads, and other integrations in what promises to be a
“golden age of content” in 2015 and beyond.

17 - The CMO’s Guide to Programmatic Buying; AdAge 4/19/2014
18 - American Express Wants to Shift Online Ad Budget to Programmatic Technologies; AdAge 4/6/2014
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Trend: Virtually Yours
The technology has been there, now it becomes more useful and more relevant. The utility and value of things like immersive
environments (gaming, military and medical training) and 3D printing are making the world both more personal and virtual.
1 Products as media channels - a purely physical
connection.
Data offer a lot to storytellers and brands in terms of
refining a story but a connected product or device can
also function as a unique piece of IP that creates an
audience touch point. So instead of pushing standardized
content out in traditional formats, brands can identify
hand raisers who opt in when they are most engaged
with that brand’s connected product. This creates an
opportunity for a new form of CRM through physical
objects. “Products as interactive media” will have large
implications for the advertising landscape.19
Using technology developed by IoT software company
Evrything, Diageo created a Father’s Day campaign in
Brazil that leveraged a code, which assigned a special
identity for each of its whiskey brands. When gift-givers
scanned the code on the bottle using their smartphone,
it allowed them to personalize a message to their dads.

4.5 million monthly active players. Like Minecraft, Roblox is
all about building things; but the game also enables amateur
designers to easily make their own experiences from firstperson shooters to adventures. While they may be simple and
blocky, these games nonetheless attract a huge audience of
kids, teenagers, and beyond.
THE AUDIENCE HAS A ROLE. “Minecraft is just the
beginning of this new class of game platforms. …the start
of a major shift toward games that rely on their audience
to create the experiences.”
- Roblox CEO David Baszucki
Roblox has a dual business model, advertising in the form of
pre-rolls before each game, micropayments for virtual assets,
and the purchase of user-generated games by players. The
studio has also started sharing those revenues with its top
community creators and has paid out an estimated $600,000
to those who are creating games for the platform.
Game creators could find their next big platform in Roblox.
Can you say “Angry Birds?”

evrythng.com

2015 presents brands, especially those with innovation
labs, with an opportunity to evolve their storytelling and
develop a deeper, more personalized relationship with
the customer.
2 Immersive worlds. The world is virtual the income is
real.
Microsoft recently spent $2.5 billion to buy Mojang AB,
the company behind the social virtual world Minecraft,
which lets users, build, explore, and battle. Does it
seem like another frothy valuation for a new-ish tech
company? Not when you look at it as the acquisition of
a hot entertainment property, a fast growing community
and immediate access to 54 million eyeballs who bought
the game. These worlds are how people are sharing their
creativity and even earning a living.20
Vying for a piece of this virtual
pie is Roblox. Debuting in 2006,
the company now estimates
that there are approximately
19 - The Next Frontier in Digital Media Will Be Connected Products;
Advertising Age, 11/7/2014

3 E-learning levels the playing field further.
As more and more for-profit colleges struggle for access to
federal funding while their graduation rates sink, the Internet
is increasingly being viewed as the next platform to mass
higher education.
Pioneered by online platforms
like Coursera, edX, and Khan
Academy, education is
democratized to the
point where anyone with
a high-speed connection
and the desire to learn
now has access to an MITcaliber education which by the way is the explicit mission of
edX. Trade-specific offerings like Lynda.com, which provides
comprehensive courses in areas such as programming,
illustration, and photography, also present a robust secondary
market for career skills.
StoryTech thinks that the element online platforms are
missing is “GROUP THINK” Look for “virtual classroom”
tech solutions to grow and explore broader kinds of
learning modalities (kinetic, visual, etc). Could we
leverage a Twitch TV classroom?
20 - Microsoft Gets ‘Minecraft’—Not the Founders; Wall Street Journel
11/15/2014

4 From thought to thing: 3-D printing doubles +
customizes.
3D EXPANDS: “3D printer shipments will more than
double every year between 2015 and 2018, by which
time worldwide shipments are forecast to reach more
than 2.3 million.”21
A range of business categories are continuing to
reevaluate their development practices based on the
impact 3-D printing will have on their product value chain
from development to manufacturing to delivery. There
can be cost savings at all these points especially relative
to rapid prototyping in industries such as automotive,
aerospace, consumer products, medical, and toys.
Customization will rule. Where brands and consumers
will see innovation closer to home is in customization.
3-D printing marketplaces are now ubiquitous with free
repositories like Thingiverse and Youmagine which
allow users to download 3-D printable files. There are
also ecommerce sites like Shapeways, i.materialise,
and now Amazon that allow customers to purchase
personalized 3-D printed objects. Even the Smithsonian
is getting it’s 3D on with Smithsonian X 3D which is
creating 3D software for objects in the collection for user
downloading and printing.
kwambio.com

COMMODITIZING 3D: On the Kwambio site, users can
select from five main categories of products — design,
fashion, gadgets, décor, and art — and customize
over twenty different designs, including vases,
coat-hangers, and lamps. The modified files are then
streamed to the customer’s 3-D printer.
3D communities are growing, similar to Etsy, where
users can like and share products by fellow designers but
also tweak and evolve the objects themselves.

21 - Market Report; 3D Printer 10/27/2014
22 - Staples Wants To Be The Kinkos Of 3D Printing; TechCruch 4/11/201
23 - Luxurydaily.com 2/21/14
24 - Sundance.org 12/4/2014

As StoryTech predicted in 2013, consumers don’t have to
buy their own printer- they can simply log-in, hit send/
print and pick up there object down the street. USP, Fedex
Office and Staples are ready.22
5 Virtual reality of everything.
Virtual reality technologies like Oculus Rift, purchased
by Facebook in 2014, will continue to shift industries
like gaming, travel, and training, and potentially news
casting and archaeology.
Samsung has also invested a lot in this space. Their VR
effort, called Project Beyond, is developing a 3-D camera
for the Gear VR headset that can capture and live stream
a massive gigapixel per second.

Samsung

“VR is about much more than games and video,”
-Nick DiCarlo, Samsung’s vice president
of immersive products and virtual reality.
Augmented Reality (AR), which is basically the practice
of supplementing the real world with virtual (computergenerated) objects that appear to coexist, has been around for
a while as primarily a marketing gimmick. We are starting to see
a variety of business categories embrace it as an informational
delivery system for education and training. As examples, in
retail it’s a consumer design tool; in healthcare it is a guidance
framework and in engineering it aids in the building of complex
schematics.
Brands are digging in hard. Porsche, has created a multimedia
AR iPad app for the Panamera which dealers can use in-store
to immerse interested buyers in the car. The app identifies
markers on vehicles and provides animation, videos and more.23
Storytellers have been leveraging AR for years. Now AR can
be triggered through the cameras on people’s mobile devices
or special glasses delivered at venue, giving rise to a host of
audience engagement opportunities.
SUNDANCE CREATES NEW FRONTIER FESTIVAL
“The content creators in the 2015 edition of New
Frontier radically challenge the very notion of
storytelling. Working with virtual reality and new
gaming technologies, these artists...present a peek
at the dawn of a bold new cinematic world...”24
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